How to play

- The goal is to successfully stack some or all of the 20 figures shown in the diagrams.
- You can play this mode alone or with others, where each player can take turns stacking the wooden rings.

CRASH-MODE [2–4 players]

How to play

- The goal of this mode is to keep the stack standing. The player who knocks over the stack loses.
- Invent your own new figures.
- Take turns stacking the wooden rings.
- The player who knocks over the stack loses.

Tip: If you run out of ideas you can use the 20 figures in the rulebook as inspiration.

ART-MODE [1 player or more]

How to play

- Create new figures like a sculptor and unleash your creative genius. Let your imagination run wild!
- Most important rule: Show us photos of your Staka creations on Instagram #StakaArt or send us them by email: info@helvetiq.ch!

Extra tip: Some of the figures can be built more successfully when placing two wooden rings together at the same time.